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MEDIA

The MEDIA sub-programme of Creative Europe supports the EU film and audiovisual industries

financially in the development, distribution and promotion of their work. It helps to launch

projects with a European dimension and nurtures new technologies; it enables European films

and audiovisual works including feature films, television drama, documentaries and new

media to find markets beyond national and European borders; it funds training and film

development schemes.



Culture

The Culture sub-programme helps cultural and creative organisations to operate

transnationally and promotes the cross-border circulation of works of culture and the mobility

of cultural players.

It provides financial support to projects with a European dimension aiming to share cultural

content across borders.

Funding opportunities cover a diverse range of schemes: Cooperation projects, Literary

Translation, Networks or Platforms. The supported activities aim to enable cultural and

creative players to work internationally.



Cooperation projects

Cross-border cooperation projects between cultural and creative organisations within the EU

and beyond. Projects can cover one or more cultural and creative sectors and can be

interdisciplinary.

Funding is available for two types of projects:

•Small scale cooperation projects (project leader and at least two other partners) 60/40%

•Large scale cooperation projects (project leader and at least five other partners) 50/50%

The maximum duration for all projects is 48 months.
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COSME



COSME is the EU programme for the Competitiveness of Enterprises and Small and

Medium-sized Enterprises running from 2014 - 2020 with a planned budget of EUR 2.3

billion.



Erasmus for Young Entrepreneurs





EXCITE

7 PARTNEROV

435 000 EUR

75%



EXCITE 2.0

8 PARTNEROV

512 000 EUR

75%







TraCEs 
Transformative Tourism across European Capitals of Culture
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The University of Rijeka,

Gelsenkirchen Municipality

CIKE



https://youtu.be/kTk58VHqyv8

https://youtu.be/kTk58VHqyv8



